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ABSTRACT 

The BNCT effect of 5'- carboranyl uridine (5'-CU), one of a most powerful 
candidate of thymine analogues as a boron carrier, was investigated on experimental 
brain tumor models. 5'-CU was highly accumulated into tumor cells through its 
multi-affinity potential to a variety of subcellular fractions of DNA/RNA and 
proteins. The boron concentration in tumor was more than 100 ppm, and its 
tumor/normal brain ratio was more than 11. Thermal neutron dose yielding 37% 
surviving fraction on cultured glioma cells was 3.7xl0 , 2nvt which was lower than 
that of control dose of 5.8xl012nvt. However, a-autoradiogram revealed that 5'-CU 
tightly binded to a variety of normal brain structures; choloid plexus, ependymal 
layer and so on. Indeed, the mean surviving fraction of brain tumor rats after BNCT 
using 5'-CU was slightly lower than that of control rats which did not received 
neutrons and 5'-CU. Furethermore its cytotoxicity was not low enough, 1/10-1/20 
dose of rat LDso was required as a therapeutic dose. We are now under investigation 
of its clinical applicability as a boron carrier through its chemical modification in 
order to circumvent those problems, or warrant of further experiments in this area. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to improve the BNCT effect and expand the applicable neoplasms, many boron 
carriers have been investigated in the bio-medical areas, i.e. ainino acid analogues, porphyrine 
analogues, boronated monoclonal antibody (MoAb) and so on. Many carriers have been 
designed utilizing metabolic specificity of tumor cells and/or specific permeability of blood 
brain banier. However, its tumor specificity are generally spoiled by chemical modifications of 
boronation. This stituation is eminent in the case of MoAb. In the current BNCT, boro-captate 
is a useful compound due to its less cytotoxicity and easily clinical use. However, its 
concentation in tumor is less than 28 ppm which is theoretically minimum requirement, and 
also its selective binding mechanism on tumor cells has remained unclear. So that more 
effective compounds must be developed for further clinial purpose. In this paper, the 
applicability of thymine analogue as a boron carrier seeking DNA is discussed. Theoretically, 
maximum therapeutic gain must be obtained in this therapy, when 1 0B(n,a) 7Li reactions 
occurred mainly in the nucleus of the tumor cells1). Nucleic acid precursor might be suitable for 
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this purpose2 , 3). The BNCT effect and the applicability of 5'-CU which is a thymine analogue 
combined with a cluster of 10 boron atomes at its 5'- position are presented here. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The up-takeof carboranyl uridine 

9L gliosarcoma cells induced by a carcinogenetic ethyInitrosourea (ENU) and human glioma 
cells which were surprised by Japanese Cancer Research Resources Bank (JCRB) were 
suspended in the Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium containing 10% fetal oOvine serum. 5'-
CU shown in Fig.l was dissolved in a 2% P-cycIodextrin solution and was added at various 
concentration into the medium. The tumor cells were incubated in the medium at 37°C 
humidified atmosphere for 16hours containing 5% carbon dioxide. After 5'-CU loading, the 
cells were washed in three times and were contained with minimum amount of essential 
medium in Teflon tubes for 1 0 B quantitative assay by prompt Y-ray spectroscopy. Fractional 
boron concentration was also measured by same way. The cellular fractions of DNA, RNA, 
and protein were simply prepared by Schnider' method. 

Boron-10 distribution in tissue was determined by the a-etch technique. The brain tumor-
rat, 14 days after implantation of 9L cells of ca.lOYLOJul, were used for experimental brain 
tumor model. i61irs after intraperitoneal injection of 15mg 5'-CU/1.5ml 2% P-cyclodextrine 
solution, the frozen sections of the hole brains were made. 

The cells were incubated in the same manners just mentioned above on a boron 
concentration of 20ppm. After loading of 5'-CU, the cells were washed in three times, and 
4xl05cells were put into the Teflon tubes in the cylindrical shape of 1cm in diameter and 3cm 
high containing 1.5ml medium for thermal neutron exposure. The cells were irradiated with 
various dose of thermal neutrons at room temperature. The dose rate for each tubes was 
constant, ca.9xl0'n/cm2sec. After irradiation, the colony formation for surviving assay was 
performed for lOdays. As a control study, the uptake and the BNCT effect of BSH (supplied 
by Boron E.ologicals Inc., NC, USA) were investigated in the same manners just mentioned 
above. 

RESULTS 

Boron concentration in the tumor cells were shown in Fig.2 as a function of boron 
concentration in medium. 5'-CU was highly accumulated into tumor cells upto ca.100 ppm as 
almost 10 times as BSH. Rapid increase in boron concentration suggested the passive uptake of 
5'-CU into tumor cells. In the case of BSH, however, its tumor concentration slowly increased 
according with its concentration in medium. The fractional boron concentration revealed the 
strong affinity of 5'-CU to nucleic acid synthesis (Fig.3). 5'-CU might be utilized as a 
precursor of DNA and also RNA. This property yielded high concentration and uniform 
microdistribution of boron in tumor as shown in fh". a-auto radiogram (Fig.4). However, not 
negligible uptake of 5'-CU into normal brain structures after intraperitoneal injection into 9L-
tumor rats was revealed through this radiograms. High a-signals in choroid plexus and 
ependymal layer were particularly observed, and those signals did not disappeared even on 
irrigated brain tissue. Boron concentration ratio between tumor and normal brain calculated 
from a-pit density was ca. 11.2, which was higher than 8.1 of BSH. The survival study on 
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9L rat brain tumor models revealed that the mean surviving time after BNCT was slightly lower 
than that of control group which was not acquired with any treatments. 

The retention of 5'-CU in tumor cells was acceptable for this therapy. Fig.5 shows the boron 
concentration in tumor as a function of incubation period in boron-free medium after 30hrs 
incubation loading 5'-CU . 5'-CU was retained in tumor cells for more than 20hrs. 

Fig.6 shows the surviving fraction on tumor cell. 37% survival dose were 3.78X1012nvt 
with 5'-CU and 5.80X1012nvt without 5'-CU, respectively. Also the surviving fraction was 
larger than that of BSH. If 5'-CU was synthesized in 10B-enriched form in stead of natural 
boron, 1 0 B concentration in tumor cells should increase in several times and more strong killing 
effect might be obtained . 

DISCUSSIONS 

5'-CU was highly and uniformly accumulated into tumor. It has a metabolic affinity not only 
to DNA but also RNA synthesis as their component material.On the other hand 2'-CU did not 
have selective tumor affinity due to its structural disturbance for its phosphorilation4). 5'-CU 
was expected to be utilized as uridine for RNA component. After converted to thymine through 
a domestic pass way of nucleic acid in tumor cells, 5'-CU might be utilized as thymine for 
DNA synthesis, ct-auto radiogram on rat brain tumor also suggested the uptake of 5'-CU into 
RNA molecules. If 5'-CU was accumulated only to DNA molecule like a similar agent of 
BrdU, the distribution in tissue might not be uniform because more than 90% tumor cells were 
in the resting state which was off-state of DNA synthesis. The main reason of this affinity to 
RNA synthesis of 5'-CU was supposed that 5'-CU was synthesized in a non-deoxy form. 
However, we have not thoroughly excluded the suspicion that 5'-CU dose not bind to 
DNA/RNA as their compoment, and dose as "non-specific" agent. The uptake of 5'-CU into 
normal brain structures is a major disadvantage, normal brain damage was not negligible. 

Cytotoxicity of 5'-CU is not still low enough for clinical use. Our preliminary study for 
estimation of the rat LD50 shows ca. 360mg i.p./kg bw., and pulmonary hemorrhage 
frequently observed at higher dose. If 5'-CU is synthesized in 10B-enriched form, 1/10-1/20 
dose of LD50 might be required for clinical use. This dose is not unacceptable for cancer 
therapy, however, the fine chemical tuning for this agent must be employed to reduce the 
uptake into normal brain and also its cytotoxicity. Alternatively, repeated low dose loading 
might be clinically useful in order to accumulate boron in tumor and also to avoid the 
troublesome of its cytotoxicity, because the retention of 5'-CU in tumor cells was long 
enough. Anyway clinical application in this area may be difficult without solution of 5 '-CU 
uptake on normal brain structures and its cytotoxicity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

5'-CUwas highly and uniformly accumulated into tumor cells. However, normal brain 
damage was not neglible due to it multi affinity potential to a variety of normal brain structures. 

Acknoledgements-.This work was supported by the grant in aid for cancer research from the 
Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, JAPAN(No. 03151034), the Ministry of Welfare, 
JAPAN and from The Kyoto University Foundation. The human glioma cells were surprised 
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Fig. 4. High resolution a-auto radiogram 
on 9L brain tumor bearing rat. 
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Fig. 5. Retention of 5'-CU inT98G human glioma cells 
The tumor cells were incubated in boron free medium after 
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Fig. 6. Surviving fractions of T98G human glioma cells. 
C: control,i°BA: Boric acid of i°B enriched form, i°BSH: 
Borocaptate of 1 0B enriched form. 
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